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The techniques shared over the four sessions are designed to have maximum e�ect from minimum 
teacher input and many are easily applicable to the widest range of subject areas and age groups. If 
you are looking for sustained improvements in the quality of learning in your classroom and, 
subsequently, student progress over time look no further. This course is aimed at teachers who 
want to promote a class full of independent thinkers.  A student body that can not only think for 
themselves but also work together! The day will be packed with a raft of practical ideas to promote 
autonomous thought and collaboration.  

Course Outcomes:
Discover ways to promote independence: know and understand what a child can achieve on their 
own and where your guidance can help.
Build on your understanding of creativity.
An introduction to metacognition and how it will lead to greater pupil autonomy. 
Discover new ways to develop the imagination of young learners and promote independence.
Leave the session with a range of immediately implementable ideas and exciting creative projects.

Session One:
The big picture: what does pupil independence look like and sound like in the classroom.
Understanding the role of creativity in promoting pupil independence.
Teacher questioning part one: promoting independence when pupils get ‘stuck’.
Prioritisation, choosing one thing and doing it right.

Session Two:
Speaking and listening: how to organise learning to promote time to think.
Teacher questioning part two: questions for teachers and learners to take learning deeper.

Session Three:
Building your understanding of metacognition.
How the gift of a positive mindset will maximise learner’s potential.
What do we really mean by multitasking and can it be done?

Session Four:
Flexible teaching: what is it and how will it make a di�erence.
Making sure that all observations and assessments make a di�erence to next step learning.

Cherry Hawker's career has led her from the classroom to working as a 
Primary Strategy Consultant and to headships in a range of Primary schools. 
Most recently Cherry has completed her validation with the British Council to 
become part of the international team to deliver the 'Connecting Classrooms 
Project'. Cherry currently maintains her training portfolio with work as a 
School Improvement Adviser. Cherry's hands-on, positive and engaging 
approach combined with her inventive methods are guaranteed to inspire 
class teachers to develop new ideas and help children overcome their 
barriers to learning.


